
THE AIM OF THIS EXPERIMENT ESSAY

It aims to provide you with examples of some useful phrases which might kick start your writing The purpose of this
paper is to review recent research into the .

Once the bob returns to its original point of suspension, the GPE has been totally converted into KE, causing
the bob to continue moving past its pivot point and up to a height equidistant from its pivot as its starting
point. He measures the distance the car goes. It tells the reader what to expect in a paper and what the specific
focus will be. Experiments are conducted to test hypotheses. Write the context in a way that appeals to a broad
range of readers and leads into the need. He painted two of the cans white and two black. To form a better
view of the global distribution and infectiousness of this pathogen, we examined postmetamorphic and adult
amphibians collected from 27 countries between and for the presence of. Results and discussion This
paragraph of results and discussion above can easily be rewritten below to convey the message first, not last.
A hypothesis must therefore be able to be tested through a scientific experiment. A hypothesis is not
something already shown to be correct. Any scientist reading it should be able to understand why the work
was carried out and why it is important context and need , what the authors did task and what the paper reports
about this work object of the document , what the authors found findings , what these findings mean the
conclusion , and possibly what the next steps are perspectives. Then and only then the most specialized among
them might want to know the details of the work. If your paper includes a well-structured Introduction and an
effective abstract, you need not repeat any of the Introduction in the Conclusion. She timed how long the
burger ring burnt for using a timer. If you are unsure about using a purpose statement, ask your instructor.
They are more likely to be cited by other scientists if they are helpful rather than cryptic or self-centered. In
particular, because it is typically read before the full paper, the abstract should present what the readers are
primarily interested in; that is, what they want to know first of all and most of all. She waters the plants
equally and leaves them to grow for a week measuring how tall they get. For the task, use whoever did the
work normally, you and your colleagues as the subject of the sentence: we or perhaps the authors; use a verb
expressing a research action: measured, calculated, etc. He found that the black cans were warmer than the
white cans. The Results and Discussion sections present and discuss the research results, respectively. It is
based on your prior knowledge, research and observations. The list below provides examples of verbs that
express communication actions: clarify This paper clarifies the role of soils in.


